
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































RQ4: How easy to recover? RQ4: How often?




























Participant Demographic Information 
 
Characteristic 
Younger Adults Older Adults All Participants 
Age (M ± SD) [Range]  20	± 1.66 [18-23]   73.7 ± 3.51 [69-79]    
Gender (%) 
     Female 











     High School Grad/GED 
     Vocational Training 
     Some College/Associate’s 
     Bachelor’s Degree 
     Master’s Degree 
     Doctoral Degree 




















1 (2)  
Ethnicity (%) 
     White/Caucasian 
     Black/African-American 
     Asian 
















General Health (%) 
     Poor 
     Fair 
     Good 
     Very Good 



















Technology Experience (Mean) 
[Possible Range] 
     General Breadth 














































































































































Spatial Ability Number of correct minus number of 
incorrect 
Useful Field of View Divided Attention 
Focused 
Attention 
Response times for each of the three 
UFOV parts 




Difference in reaction time on correct 
incongruent minus correct congruent 
trials 
 




Difference in reaction time on correct 
incongruent minus correct congruent 
trials 
 
























































































































































































Sum of times saying the word “Now” 










Mean presence slider level viewing video 
of active VR sessions  
Percentage of seconds spent virtually & 
physically present according to slider  
Number of participants who first formed 


















































































































































Component of Interest Measures Used 
How long does it take for 
presence formation to occur?*  
Presence Formation Day 2 Presence Slider 
Semi-Structured Interview 




Level of Presence 
 
MEC-SPQ 
Day 2 Presence Slider 
Semi-Structured Interview 
Once presence has occurred, how 
well do people maintain it?* 
 
Presence Maintenance Day 2 Break in Presence Counter 
Day 2 Presence Slider 
Semi-Structured Interview  
If presence is broken, how easy is 
it to regain?* 




How well do new and existing 
presence measures capture the 
full process?* 
Convergent Validity and 
Utility of Multiple Measures 
MEC-SPQ 
Day 2 Presence Slider 
Day 2 Break in Presence Counter 
Do ability factors predict spatial 
presence differences? 
Individual Differences Ability Measures 
MEC-SPQ 
Day 2 Presence Slider 




























Immersive Tendencies  4.42 (.87) 3.57 (.80)   4.00 (.93)   
Domain-Specific Interest 
(MEC-SPQ) 















































































































































































































Group means and results of the overall one sample t-test for the active VR MEC-SPQ  
 

































































































































































Attention Allocation Spatial Situation Model Self-Location
















































MEC-SPQ by Age Group
Attention Allocation Spatial Situation Model Self-Location






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Estimate of % of time spent 








































































































































"How difficult or easy was it to regain your sense of being in the virtual 





































Younger Older Younger Older









"How difficult or easy was it to regain your sense of being in the 







































































































































































































































































Comparison -.20 .35* .-.04 .41** .02 .11 .14 .27 
UFOV: 
Divided .29* -.31* .11 -.40** .00 -.05 -.05 -.43** 
UFOV: 








-.10 .05 -.30* .20 -.06 -.10 -.24 .21 
TMT: 
Shifting .22 -.22 .15 -.29* .04 .10 -.05 -.21 
TMT: 
Flexibility .24 -.23 .18 -.29* -.05 .04 -.15 -.16 
*p < 0.05 
**p < 0.01 










































Model	 B	 SE	 !	 r	 sr2	
Constant	 4.30	 .08	 	 	 	
Cube	Comparison	 .02	 .01	 .32	 .382	 .06	
Executive	Control	 -.06	 .11	 -.10	 -.303	 .01	
R2	 .15	 	 	 	 	














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Rapid Presence Formation High Presence Levels
High Presence 
Maintenance
More breaks in presence for younger adults
Few Individual 
Differences






























































MEC-SPQ (4)   
    
The following are statements about the virtual reality experience you just participated 
in.  Indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with these statements by selecting 
the appropriate response.  The response options are as follows:   
1) Strongly Disagree   
2) Disagree   
3) Neutral   
4) Agree   




Indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements 
 Strongly disagree (1) Disagree (2) Neutral (3) Agree (4) 
Strongly 
agree (5) 





o  o  o  o  o  
2) I 
concentrated 
on the virtual 
experience  
o  o  o  o  o  




o  o  o  o  o  













Indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements 
 Strongly disagree (1) Disagree (2) Neutral (3) Agree (4) 
Strongly 
agree (5) 








very well  
o  o  o  o  o  
6) I had a 
precise idea 





o  o  o  o  o  
7) I was able 
to make a 
good 
estimate of 
the size of 
the virtual 
environment 
o  o  o  o  o  
8) Even now, 
I still have a 
concrete 
mental image 
of the spatial 
environment  








Indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements 
 Strongly disagree (1) Disagree (2) Neutral (3) Agree (4) 
Strongly 
agree (5) 
9) I felt like I 
was actually 
there in the 
virtual 
environment  
o  o  o  o  o  







o  o  o  o  o  
11) I felt as 
though I was 
physically 
present in the 
virtual 
environment  





part in the 
action of the 
virtual 
environment  








Indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements 
 Strongly disagree (1) Disagree (2) Neutral (3) Agree (4) 
Strongly 
agree (5) 
13) I had the 
impression 
that I could 
be active in 
the virtual 
environment  
o  o  o  o  o  




objects in the 
virtual 
environment  
o  o  o  o  o  
15) The 
objects in the 
virtual 
environment 
gave me the 




o  o  o  o  o  
16) It 
seemed to 
me that I 
could do 
whatever I 
wanted in the 
virtual 
environment 








Indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements 
 Strongly disagree (1) Disagree (2) Neutral (3) Agree (4) 
Strongly 
agree (5) 
17) I thought 
most about 
things having 
to do with the 
virtual 
environment  





things in the 
virtual 
environment 
had to do 
with one 
another  






o  o  o  o  o  





could be of 
use to me  








Indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements 






there were any 
inconsistencies 
in the virtual 
environment  
o  o  o  o  o  
22) I didn't 
really pay 




in the virtual 
environment  
o  o  o  o  o  





o  o  o  o  o  
















Indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements 
 Strongly disagree (1) Disagree (2) Neutral (3) Agree (4) 
Strongly 
agree (5) 
25) I am 
generally 
interested in 
the topic of 
the virtual 
environment  
o  o  o  o  o  
26) I have felt 
a strong 
affinity to the 
theme of the 
virtual 
environment 
for a long 
time  
o  o  o  o  o  
27) There 
was already 
a fondness in 
me for the 
topic of the 
virtual 
environment 
before I was 
exposed to it  
o  o  o  o  o  
28) I just love 
to think about 
the topic of 
the virtual 
environment  






Igroup Presence Questionnaire 
 
 
Rate the extent that you agree with the following statements.  Note that the response 







In the computer generated world I had a sense of "being there" 
o Strongly Disagree (1)  
o Disagree (2)  
o Neutral (3)  
o Agree (4)  




Somehow I felt that the virtual world surrounded me 
o Strongly Disagree (1)  
o Disagree (2)  
o Neutral (3)  
o Agree (4)  




I felt like I was just perceiving pictures 
o Strongly Disagree (1)  
o Disagree (2)  
o Neutral (3)  
o Agree (4)  







I did not feel present in the virtual space 
o Strongly Disagree (1)  
o Disagree (2)  
o Neutral (3)  
o Agree (4)  




I had a sense of acting in the virtual space, rather than operating something from outside 
o Strongly Disagree (1)  
o Disagree (2)  
o Neutral (3)  
o Agree (4)  




I was aware of the real world surrounding while navigating in the virtual world (i.e., sounds, 
room temperature, other people, etc.) 
o Strongly Disagree (1)  
o Disagree (2)  
o Neutral (3)  
o Agree (4)  







I was not aware of my real environment 
o Strongly Disagree (1)  
o Disagree (2)  
o Neutral (3)  
o Agree (4)  




I still paid attention to the real environment 
o Strongly Disagree (1)  
o Disagree (2)  
o Neutral (3)  
o Agree (4)  




I was completely captivated by the virtual world 
o Strongly Disagree (1)  
o Disagree (2)  
o Neutral (3)  
o Agree (4)  







How much did your experience in the virtual environment seem consistent with your real 
world experience? 
o Not consistent (1)  
o (2)  
o Moderately consistent (3)  
o (4)  




The virtual world seemed more realistic than the real world 
o Strongly Disagree (1)  
o Disagree (2)  
o Neutral (3)  
o Agree (4)  







How real did the virtual world seem to you? 
o About as real as an imagined world (1)  
o (2)  
o Neutral (3)  
o (4)  
o Indistinguishable from the real world (5)  
 
Simulator Sickness Questionnaire 




 None Slight Moderate Severe 
General 
discomfort  o  o  o  o  
Fatigue  o  o  o  o  
Headache  o  o  o  o  
Eye strain  o  o  o  o  
Difficulty 
focusing  o  o  o  o  
Salivation 
increasing  o  o  o  o  
Sweating  o  o  o  o  
Nausea  o  o  o  o  
Difficulty 
concentrating  o  o  o  o  
Fullness of the 
head  o  o  o  o  
Blurred vision  o  o  o  o  
Dizziness with 
eyes open  o  o  o  o  
Dizziness with 
eyes closed  o  o  o  o  
Vertigo (loss of 




short of nausea)  













Mental Demand:  How much mental and perceptual activity was required (e.g., thinking, 
deciding, calculating, remembering, looking, searching, etc.)?  Was the task easy or 
demanding, simple or complex, exacting or forgiving? 
 Very Low Very High 
 
 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100 
 






Physical Demand:  How much physical activity was required (e.g., pushing, pulling, turning, 
controlling, activating, etc.)?  Was the task easy or demanding, slow or brisk, slack or 
strenuous, restful or laborious? 
 Very Low Very High 
 
 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100 
 






Temporal Demand:  How much time pressure did you feel due to the rate or pace at which 
the tasks or task elements occurred?  Was the pace slow and leisurely or rapid and frantic? 
 Very Low Very High 
 
 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100 
 









Performance:  How successful were you in accomplishing what you were asked to do? 
 Perfect Failure 
 








Effort:  How hard did you have to work (mentally and physically) to accomplish your level of 
performance? 
 Very Low Very High 
 








Frustration:  How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed, and annoyed were you? 
 Very Low Very High 
 






End of Block: NASA-TLX (The Blu Day 3)  
Start of Block: PANAS (The Blu Day 3) 
 
Timing 
First Click  
Last Click  
Page Submit  











Thinking about the virtual experience you just completed, to what extent did you feel upset? 
o Not at all (1)  
o A little (2)  
o Moderately (3)  
o Quite a bit (4)  




Thinking about the virtual experience you just completed, to what extent did you feel 
hostile? 
o Not at all (1)  
o A little (2)  
o Moderately (3)  
o Quite a bit (4)  







Thinking about the virtual experience you just completed, to what extent did you feel alert? 
o Not at all (1)  
o A little (2)  
o Moderately (3)  
o Quite a bit (4)  




Thinking about the virtual experience you just completed, to what extent did you feel 
ashamed? 
o Not at all (1)  
o A little (2)  
o Moderately (3)  
o Quite a bit (4)  




Thinking about the virtual experience you just completed, to what extent did you feel 
inspired? 
o Not at all (1)  
o A little (2)  
o Moderately (3)  
o Quite a bit (4)  







Thinking about the virtual experience you just completed, to what extent did you feel 
nervous? 
o Not at all (1)  
o A little (2)  
o Moderately (3)  
o Quite a bit (4)  




Thinking about the virtual experience you just completed, to what extent did you feel 
determined? 
o Not at all (1)  
o A little (2)  
o Moderately (3)  
o Quite a bit (4)  







Thinking about the virtual experience you just completed, to what extent did you feel 
attentive? 
o Not at all (1)  
o A little (2)  
o Moderately (3)  
o Quite a bit (4)  




Thinking about the virtual experience you just completed, to what extent did you feel afraid? 
o Not at all (1)  
o A little (2)  
o Moderately (3)  
o Quite a bit (4)  
o Extremely (5)  
 
 
Thinking about the virtual experience you just completed, to what extent did you feel active? 
o Not at all (1)  
o A little (2)  
o Moderately (3)  
o Quite a bit (4)  
o Extremely (5)  
 
 
During your virtual reality experiences, you were asked to report instances when you 




appropriate response to indicate the extent that you agree or disagree with the following 



























a break in 
presence, it 
took me a 
long time to 
get back into 
the 
experience  
o  o  o  o  o  o  
2) After 
experiencing 
a break in 
presence, I 
had a difficult 
time 
concentrating 
on the virtual 
environment  
o  o  o  o  o  o  
3) I felt as 
though it was 
easy for me 
to regain my 
sense of 





a break in 
presence  
o  o  o  o  o  o  
4) I felt that 










5) Breaks in 
presence 
were very 
jarring to the 
experience  
o  o  o  o  o  o  
6) It took a 
lot for my 
presence to 
be broken  







aware of my 
physical 
surroundings  











o  o  o  o  o  o  
 
APPENDIX	B:	RETROSPECTIVE	PRESENCE	SLIDER	INSTRUCTIONS	
Video	Viewing	Instructions	
	
In	this	next	part	of	the	study,	you’ll	be	viewing	a	video	of	the	
virtual	reality	session	you	just	participated	in.		As	you	will	notice,	
the	video	is	a	recording	of	exactly	what	you	were	seeing	during	
the	previous	session.		As	you	watch	the	recording,	try	to	
remember	where	your	sense	of	presence	was	at	each	specific	
moment	in	the	experience	and	slide	your	finger	up	and	down	
touchpad	to	indicate	that	feeling.			
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Move	or	keep	your	finger	at	the	top	of	the	touchpad	to	indicate	
times	when	you	were	feeling	completely	virtually	present	(e.g.,	
you	felt	like	your	body	was	located	in	the	virtual	environment,	
and	any	of	your	thoughts	and	actions	you	made	were	in	response	
to	things	that	happened	or	things	you	were	trying	to	do	in	the	
virtual	environment).			
	
Move	or	keep	your	finger	at	the	bottom	of	the	touchpad	to	
indicate	times	when	you	were	feeling	completely	physically	
present	(you	felt	very	aware	of	your	body	being	located	in	this	
room,	and	your	thoughts	and	actions	were	not	related	to	the	
virtual	environment).	
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Completely	
Virtually	Present	
Somewhat	
Virtually	Present	
Somewhat	
Physically	Present	
Completely	
Physically	Present	
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APPENDIX	C:	BREAK	SUSCEPTIBILITY/RECOVERY	RESPONSES	
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APPENDIX	D:	SEMI-STRUCTURED	INTERVIEW	
Interview	Script:	
During	your	last	VR	session,	I	paused	the	experience	twice	on	purpose,	which	is	when	
the	blue	environment	surrounded	your	vision.	
What	did	you	see	the	first	time	that	happened?	
- Did	you	find	it	to	be	intrusive	to	your	experience?	
- When	it	occurred,	was	your	‘sense	of	being’	stronger	in	the	physical	
environment	or	the	virtual	environment?	
- How	difficult	or	easy	did	you	find	it	to	regain	your	‘sense	of	being’	after	it	
happened?	
What	did	you	see	second	time	it	happened?	
- Did	you	find	it	to	be	intrusive	to	your	experience?	
- When	it	occurred,	was	your	‘sense	of	being’	stronger	in	the	physical	
environment	or	the	virtual	environment?	
- How	difficult	or	easy	did	you	find	it	to	regain	your	‘sense	of	being’	after	it	
happened?	
Now	let’s	talk	about	your	experience	as	a	whole	over	the	course	of	the	three	days.	
- Many	of	the	questionnaires	you	completed	asked	you	about	your	sense	of	
presence	in	the	virtual	environment.		If	you	were	to	describe	“presence	in	
virtual	reality”	to	a	friend,	what	would	you	say?	
- Were	there	any	parts	of	the	experience	that	made	you	feel	more	virtually	
present?	
o If	yes	–	what	were	they?	
- We	also	discussed	transitions	to	the	real,	or	instances	when	your	sense	of	
presence	was	broken,	such	that	you	became	more	aware	of	the	physical	
environment	(meaning	the	room	where	we	are	now).		Were	there	any	parts	
of	the	experience	that	made	you	feel	less	present	(broke	your	presence)?	
o If	yes	–	what	were	they?	
- You	were	asked	to	say	the	word	“now”	when	you	experienced	these	breaks	in	
presence.		Did	you	find	it	difficult	to	remember	to	do	this?	
o If	yes	–	why?	
- Do	you	feel	that	there	were	any	times	when	you	forgot	to	say	“now”	even	
though	you	experienced	a	break	in	presence?	
- On	average	over	the	course	of	your	VR	experiences,	how	long	would	you	say	
it	took	you	each	time	you	put	on	the	headset	(minutes	or	seconds)	to	first	feel	
a	‘sense	of	presence’	in	the	virtual	environment?	
- Over	the	course	of	the	study	when	you	were	in	VR,	could	you	give	me	an	
estimate	of	the	%	of	the	time	you	felt	virtually	present	and	physically	
present?	
- If	this	system	were	offered	to	you	for	free,	would	you	like	to	have	it	for	your	
home?	
- Do	you	have	any	final	comments	about	the	system	or	your	experience?	
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APPENDIX	E:	DINER	DUO	TUTORIAL	PACKET	
Diner	Duo	Training	Packet	
	
The	next	virtual	reality	scenario	simulates	the	experience	of	a	
burger/sandwich	chef	at	a	diner.		The	primary	tasks	are:	
1) Viewing	sandwich	orders	you	need	to	complete	
2) Preparing	ingredients	for	those	orders	
3) Making	the	sandwich	(i.e.,	putting	the	ingredients	on	a	bun		
										in	the	correct	order)	and	placing	completed	order	on	the		
										counter	
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Using	the	controllers	
	
	
																										
	
This	is	the	trigger.		Press	and	hold	
this	using	your	index	finger	to	pick	
up	items.		Release	it	to	drop	the	
item.		You	will	know	an	item	is	
available	to	be	picked	up	when	it	
glows	a	light	blue	color.		This	is	the	
main	button	you’ll	be	using.	
Not	selectable	yet	 Selectable	
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This	is	the	clickable	touchpad.		
Click	this	button	using	your	
thumb	to	dispense	ketchup	and	
mustard	from	their	bottles.		
You	will	not	need	to	use	this	
button	for	anything	else.	
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1) Viewing	Sandwich	Orders	
	
The	sandwich	orders	will	appear	in	front	of	you	in	the	speech	
bubbles.		They	will	remain	on	the	screen	until	they	are	completed.	
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2) Preparing	ingredients	for	the	sandwich	orders	
Some	sandwich	ingredients	require	preparation	before	you	can	
put	them	on	the	sandwich:	
- Hamburgers	need	to	be	cooked	on	the	grill.			
- Mushrooms	need	to	be	cut	once	with	the	knife	to	remove	the	
stump,	and	then	be	cooked	on	the	grill		
- Fish	need	to	be	cut	twice	with	the	knife	(once	on	either	end),	and	
then	cooked	on	the	grill.			
- Pickle	slices	need	to	be	cut	off	of	the	full	pickle,	but	do	not	need	
to	be	cooked.			
- Ketchup	and	mustard	need	to	be	dispensed	from	their	bottles	
directly	onto	the	sandwich.			
- Cheese	can	go	directly	on	the	sandwich	with	no	preparation	
required.	
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Plates/Buns	
All	sandwiches	need	to	be	assembled	on	a	plate,	which	can	be	
found	toward	the	left-hand	side	of	your	workstation.		All	
sandwiches	also	require	buns,	which	can	be	found	underneath	
the	front	counter	of	your	workstation.		The	bottom	buns	are	on	
the	left.		The	top	buns	are	on	the	right.		Before	you	start	preparing	
any	of	the	other	ingredients,	it	is	a	good	idea	to	put	a	plate	on	the	
front	counter	and	put	a	bottom	bun	on	the	plate.	
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Knife	
Some	of	the	sandwich	ingredients	need	to	be	cut	with	a	knife	
before	you	can	put	them	on	the	sandwich.			To	use	the	knife,	grab	
it	by	pressing	and	holding	the	trigger	and	then	swiping	the	blade	
through	the	item	you’re	cutting	(as	you	would	in	real	life).	
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Hamburgers	
Hamburger	patties	can	be	found	on	the	left-hand	side	of	your	
workstation.		They	need	to	be	cooked	before	you	can	put	them	on	
the	sandwich.		To	cook	one,	grab	it	using	the	trigger	and	place	it	
on	the	grill-top	which	is	also	on	the	left-hand	side	of	your	
workstation	(the	black	surface	in	the	picture	below)	
	
	
When	viewing	orders,	hamburgers	look	like	this:	
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You	will	be	able	to	tell	that	the	burger	is	ready	once	the	color	
changes	from	pink	(left	burger)	to	brown	(middle	burger)	and	
because	you	will	hear	a	“ding”	sound.		Do	not	let	it	stay	on	the	grill	
too	long	though	because	if	it	burns	(turns	black;	right	burger)	the	
server	will	not	take	it.	
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Mushrooms	
Mushrooms	can	be	found	on	the	left-hand	side	of	your	
workstation	on	a	shelf	above	the	grill.	
		
	
Mushrooms	need	to	have	the	stump	cut	off	before	cooking	them	
and	putting	them	on	the	sandwich	
	
	
When	viewing	orders,	mushrooms	look	like	this	
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When	the	mushroom	is	ready,	it	will	turn	a	darker	brown	color	
and	you	will	hear	a	“ding”	noise.		Mushrooms	can	also	be	
overcooked.		The	image	below	shows	a	raw	(left),	properly	
cooked	(middle),	and	burnt	(right)	mushroom.	
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Fish	
Fish	can	be	found	on	the	right-hand	side	of	your	workstation	on	a	
shelf	above	the	pickle	and	knife.			
	
	
Fish	need	to	be	cut	on	both	ends	with	the	knife	and	cooked	before	
you	put	them	on	the	sandwich.	
	
	
When	viewing	orders,	fish	look	like	this:	
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When	the	fish	is	ready,	it	will	turn	a	brown	color	and	you	will	
hear	a	“ding”	noise.		Fish	can	also	be	overcooked.		The	image	
below	shows	a	raw	(left),	properly	cooked	(middle),	and	burnt	
(right)	fish.	
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NOTE:	Do	not	let	your	food	go	bad!	
Hamburgers,	mushrooms,	and	fish	can	go	bad	after	you	cook	
them	if	you	wait	too	long	to	give	the	sandwich	to	the	server.		If	
they	go	bad,	the	server	will	not	take	the	sandwich	from	you	and	
you	will	need	to	remove	the	bad	ingredient(s)	and	redo	it.		You	
will	know	ingredients	have	gone	bad	because	they	will	turn	green	
and	emit	a	green	smoke	(see	below).		Because	your	cooked	items	
go	bad	if	they	sit	out	for	too	long,	it	is	a	good	idea	to	cut	your	
ingredients	before	you	cook	them.	
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Pickle		
The	pickle	can	be	found	on	the	right-hand	countertop	of	your	
workstation.		Pickle	slices	need	to	be	cut	off	the	full	pickle	before	
being	placed	on	the	sandwich	
	
	
When	viewing	orders,	pickles	look	like	this:	
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Cheese	
Cheese	can	be	found	toward	the	right-hand	side	of	your	
workstation.		Cheese	is	ready-to-go,	meaning	you	do	not	need	to	
do	any	preparation,	you	can	just	grab	it	and	place	it	on	the	
sandwich.	
	
	
When	viewing	orders,	cheese	looks	like	this:	
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Ketchup/Mustard	
Ketchup	and	mustard	can	be	found	toward	the	right-hand	side	of	
your	workstation	
	
	
When	viewing	orders,	ketchup	(left)	and	mustard	(right)	look	like	
this:	
	
	
Put	them	on	the	sandwich	by	grabbing	them	(using	the	trigger	on	
the	controller	with	your	index	finger)	and	dispensing	them	onto	
the	sandwich	(by	clicking	the	touchpad	on	the	controller	with	
your	thumb)	
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3) Making	the	sandwich	&	placing	it	on	the	counter	
	
The	sandwich	needs	to	be	assembled	in	the	exact	order	shown	in	
the	speech	bubbles.		You	will	also	need	to	put	the	sandwich	on	a	
plate	or	the	server	will	not	take	it.	When	you	have	assembled	the	
sandwich	correctly,	grab	the	plate	it	is	on	and	put	it	on	the	black	
part	of	the	countertop	in	front	of	the	server.		If	it	is	correct,	the	
server	will	grab	it	and	the	speech	bubble	will	go	away.		If	it	is	not	
correct,	the	server	will	leave	it	on	the	countertop	and	the	speech	
bubble	will	remain.		If	this	happens,	it	means	either	your	
ingredients	are	not	in	the	correct	order	(or	you	are	missing	
something)	or	that	one	of	your	ingredients	is	burnt	(turned	black)	
or	gone	bad	(turned	green).		You	will	need	to	fix	or	make	a	new	
sandwich	to	continue.	
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Note:	Do	not	try	to	pick	up	items	that	fall	on	the	floor!	
If	you	happen	to	drop	your	knife,	ketchup/mustard	bottles,	or	the	
uncut	pickle	on	the	floor,	do	not	worry.		They	will	reappear	in	
their	original	location	on	the	countertop	after	a	few	seconds.		
Similarly,	if	you	drop	any	food	items	on	the	floor,	do	not	try	to	
pick	them	back	up,	just	redo	the	item.	
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APPENDIX	F:	PRESENCE	CORRELATION	TABLE		
Younger	adults	 	
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Older	adults	
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